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Abstract—In recent years, more and more universities pay more attention to the improvement of college students’ education quality, have carried out undergraduate teaching reform. Among them, the implementation of the major transferring of college students has been a highlight in the current university undergraduate teaching reform. Meanwhile, English learning motivation is one of the most important factors that affect the English learners’ learning achievements. How to cultivate and stimulate English learners’ motivation has been concerned by the English teachers and researchers at home and abroad nowadays. On the basis, this article reviews domestic and foreign researches on college students’ major transferring and their English learning motivation, expect to bring enlightenment for the further research.
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I. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Every September, high school graduates who have successfully passed the college entrance examination enter the university with full expectations for their future study and life. At present, the scores of college entrance examination and the fractional line of each university and major are the primary basis for college students to choose their major before entering school. Using the sentence "one test for life" to describe the college entrance examination is absolutely appropriate. This may be because students choose schools and majors after the examination, which will greatly affect their future career development and life planning. However, after a period of university life, some students discovered the majors and courses they actually studied were completely different from what they had imagined before entering the school. Gradually, these students began to dislike the major they were studying, their learning potential was restricted, and the idea of transferring to another major began to sprout..

Under the circumstances of more and more students want to transfer majors, lots of colleges begin to implement relevant policies, allow students to transfer majors. This will provide students with the opportunity to choose their major again, breaking the rigid system of "one-stroke life ". At the same time, through the independent choice of major, students can be promoted from passive learning to active learning, improve their enthusiasm for learning, and can also promote the reform of teaching management in higher schools. It is a kind of progress that colleges allow students to transfer major, which well embodies the idea of "people-oriented" in today's universities, and also embodies the respect of students' right of choice, development and study, and is also conducive to the allocation of social talent resources.
In addition, allowing students to transfer majors can also promote the construction and reform of disciplines and specialties in universities, because if colleges want to reduce the loss of students, they must strive to improve the quality of teaching.

Meanwhile, with the deepening of globalization, English has become an important language tool for universities to train international talents nowadays. English has also become an important subject in college foreign language teaching. But often under the same teaching resources and learning environment, different students’ English learning effect is very different. This is partly due to individual differences and emotional factors. Learning motivation varies by individual differences. At the same time, learning motivation is also an important part of emotional factors. Among the many emotional factors that affect English learning, English learning motivation has concerned by domestic and foreign researchers. In the past few decades, the study on foreign language teaching has been developing in a diversified way. And researchers gradually focus their attention on language learners. They have come to an agreement that language learners’ individual differences have a great effect on foreign language acquisition. Individual differences include language aptitude, gender, learning motivation, learning strategies, etc. Wu et al. (1993:158) pointed out that “since learning motivation is a meaningful predictor of academic achievement, it is worth for us to further discuss and cultivate students’ positive learning motivation”. So in this paper, the author chooses one of these key factors to investigate, namely, English learning motivation.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Major transfer

2.1.1 Definition

"The Dictionary of Higher Education "(1993:332) defines" transfer major "as the transfer from the original department to other departments for special reasons, such as additional expertise, physiological limitations, etc. The Dictionary of Education Management(1997:234) defines the transfer major as a student from one major to another. The Dictionary of Education(1991:219) holds that the transfer major is the abbreviation for the transfer of students from the original major to another major. Liu (2010) believes that "transfer major ", from the student level, is that after they entering the university if they are not satisfied with the original major, can re-select their favorite major; from the university level, it refers to the professional adjustment work of freshmen according to students’ wishes. This paper adopts Wei’s (2014) definition of major transfer: “most college students in our country choose the major they will study when they fill in the college entrance examination. But in the process of learning, some students find they are not satisfied with their major. At that time, according to their own wishes and through the school’s policies and procedures for the transfer of major, they will choose transfer one major to another new major, that is, major transfer ”.

2.1.2 Major transferring in college students at abroad

Foreign college students have considerable autonomy in transferring majors, and the school's operation of transfer procedures is also very simple and flexible. For example, Harvard University has always been responsive to students' needs for major transferring. “Applicants for major transferring submitted in the last semester of graduation can also be approved (Harvard College, 2005).” Similarly, if students from California University at Berkeley have a desire to transfer their majors, they only need to submit an application form signed by the tutor of department, and the teaching management system will automatically transfer the student’s major. In addition, at California Institute of Technology, undergraduates can transfer majors if they meet the graduation requirements of the relevant professional courses or get the approval of the relevant professional representatives.

It can be seen that foreign universities have adopted a very flexible approach to students’ requests for major transferring. Therefore, scholars from various countries (Peter, 2011; Micceri, 2001; Jorge, 2000) present a unique academic research with different focuses on transferring major. While in foreign countries, the flexibility of the higher education major selection system has caused foreign scholars to focus on the factors affecting the transfer of majors. Therefore, the author will discuss the reasons of transferring majors in the next part.

2.1.3 Major transferring in college students at...
The major transferring of undergraduates in Chinese universities started in September 2002 at Fudan University. On September 1, 2005, the Ministry of Education issued the Regulations on the Management of Students in Ordinary Higher Education Institutions, which stated: “Students can apply for transfer major according to the regulations of the school. The transfer of majors is approved by the school. The school changes according to the development and the society’s demand for talents. With the consent of the student, the major of the student can be adjusted appropriately if necessary.”

2.2 The reasons of transferring majors

There are many reasons for college students to transfer majors. According to the research of domestic scholars, I analyze them from the perspective of students, and summarize them from two aspects: internal and external reasons:

Internal reasons:

1. Personal interest; a big reason the students apply for major transfer is that they have no interest in the chosen major. If students do not raise any interest in selected major, they will not have learning enthusiasm and are easy to have the idea of changing the major (Wang Shumin, 2011; Zhou Xuanyu, etc. 2016).

2. Disease or physiological defects; (Zhang Yin et al. 2011).

3. Blindness before choosing a major; this blindness is mainly reflected in two aspects: one is students cannot position their interests, ability and expertise accurately; the other is have no clear understanding of the main courses and training objectives of their major. The ambiguity of these two aspects may lead to the mismatch of students’ own interests, ability and professional requirements, and is also a potential factor for students to change their major (Li Aiguo, 2009; Sun Yu, 2016; Steve, 2005).


5. Poor adaptation; Some students cannot quickly adapt to the current professional environment due to their personality characteristics and other reasons, which is the common idea of transferring majors (Warren J.R, 1961; Chen Yan, 2007).


External reasons:

1. Parents’ intervention; (Li Aiguo, 2009).

2. Be influenced by Lao; (Liu Xiaolian, Liu Kang, 2011).

3. Employment orientation; current social employment orientation also has a great impact on students’ majors. Some curriculum settings are very old, cannot keep up with the needs of current times, so students are more willing to transfer to high employment majors and relatively new courses (Liu Juan, 2010; Malgwi Charles A, 2005).

4. Tuition; major transfer is linked to the financial conditions of students, especially those from poor areas, whose pressure forcing them to be willing to transfer from high learning costs (such as arts) to low learning costs (Wang Shumin, 2011).

5. Majors; if students are transferred to other majors due to insufficient scores, they will choose to transfer to other majors (Li Aiguo, 2009; Marphy, 2000).

2.3 Summary

To sum up, through induction and analysis, the reasons of college students’ transfer major is mainly related to students’ interests, personal professional adaptability, consideration of employment prospects, unreasonable professional setting and family economy.

Looking at the above domestic and foreign scholars’ discussion on the subject of undergraduate transfer, we can see that from the theoretical basic research of the transfer system to the analysis of the reasons and influencing factors of the transfer system, the researchers explored the practical topic of transfer. Whether it is from the perspective of the school or students, there is no lack of reasonable and detailed argumentation in the existing research.

However, in the process of searching the literature, most of them are universal studies, there are very few studies involving the transfer to a specific major. After investigation, it is found that the current phenomenon of college students transferring to English majors is relatively common. In May 2020, the Guide to Teaching English majors in Colleges (hereinafter referred to as the Guide) was published. The guide states the aims of English major,

1. Good basic English language skills;
2. Basic knowledge of English literature, language and culture;
3. Good humanities and scientific literacy;
4. Strong speculative skills;
5. Cross-cultural communication skills. So the students who transfer to English major will face lots of difficulties, their academic performance, grades and learning motivation may be
changed. But few studies concerned about their comparison before and after transferring majors.

III. FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING MOTIVATION

3.1.1 The definition of foreign language learning motivation

There are many emotional factors that affect foreign language learning, and it is one of the most important factors. The study of foreign language learning motivation began in the late 1950s (Gardner & Lambert). As a pioneer, the famous Canadian applied linguist Gardner and his colleague Lambert published a paper entitled "Motivational Variables in Second Language Acquisition" in the Canadian Psychology as early as 1959. Since then, Gardner (1985) has continued to engage in related research on foreign language learning motivation from the perspective of social psychology. He defines the motivation of individuals to learn foreign languages into four dimensions: goals, effortful behavior, a desire to attain the goal, and favourable attitude towards the activity in question. Through research, Gardner and Lambert (1985) designed and modified a language learning motivation measurement tool, namely the Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB), which has become the most authoritative foreign language learning motivation measurement tool.

3.2.2 Classification of foreign language learning motivation

Since the study of foreign language learning motivation based on social psychology, scholars have different views on the classification of it. So far, there are three main categories of it. First, according to the foreign language learners' different learning purposes. Gardner & Lambert (1959) proposed the classical dichotomy of foreign language learning motivation: integrative motivation and instrumental motivation. Second, according to the source of motivation of foreign language learners. J. Bruner (1983) identified the importance of internal motivation and believed that children should be liberated from the incentive punishment mechanism when learning language, because although the incentive punishment mechanism works quickly, it is also easy to lead to bad learning habits. He encourages children to learn independently, identify with new discoveries from within, and use it as a positive reward. Since then, E.L. Deci & R.M. Ryan (1985) have clearly divided learning motivation into extrinsic motivation and intrinsic motivation, and pointed out that learners should actively cultivate intrinsic motivation. Do not advocate learning by teachers to encourage punishment and other extrinsic motivation. Both scholars believe that intrinsic learning motivation can promote better classroom learning effect than extrinsic motivation. Under the influence of affirming intrinsic learning motivation, the concept of self-determination is put forward for the first time, which lays a theoretical foundation for the development of self-determination. Third, entering the new century, Brown (2000) proposed a new three-point method: global motivation, situational motivation and task motivation.

But all of the classifications are related, they have connections more or less, and in this part, four kinds of classification put forward by domestic and foreign scholars will be introduced.

3.2.2.1 Integrative Motivation and Instrumental Motivation

Gardner & Lambert (1972) classified learning motivation into two dimensions: one is integrative motivation, the other is instrumental motivation. Integrative motivation means that language learners are enthusiastic about learning the target language so that they can be one member of the target language community or adapt to the culture of target language. Instrumental motivation refers to language learners' utilitarian intention in the process of target language learning, such as, applying for a satisfactory job, achieving high scores in the target language examinations, or obtaining social status, etc. Integrative motivation is a reflection of language learners' great interest in not only the target language they are learning but also the culture within the target language community. In comparison with integrative motivation, language learners in instrumental motivation are more passive and practical in learning target language. And they show less interest in the culture of target language community.

3.2.2.2 Intrinsic Motivation and Extrinsic Motivation

Deci & Ryan (1985) proposed the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. According to them,
“intrinsic motivation involves the activities with no apparent reward except the activity itself, and extrinsic motivation relates to some anticipation of a reward from outside and beyond the self”.

Intrinsic motivation means that language learners desire to obtain sense of satisfaction and happiness from the process of learning the target language, while extrinsic motivation means that language learners learn the target language for achieving certain purposes. Interest is the most important factor for Deci & Ryan (1985) to distinguish intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Language learners who hold intrinsic motivation are usually highly motivated in their learning process. They tend to be self-governed and passionate in learning the target language. Language learners with extrinsic motivation are likely to pursue external rewards rather than show interest in the target language. According to the characteristics of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, conclusions can be drawn that the former one from learners’ inner desire and the latter one is usually influenced by many external factors.

3.2.2.3 Instrumental motivation, cultural motivation, and situational motivation

Considering that Gardner’s classic model (Gardner, 1985) and its expansions were originated in contexts different from EFL in China, Gao Yihong et al. (2003) conducted one of the largest scale investigations of Chinese college students, aiming to induct the basic motivation types of Chinese students, finally, seven types of motivation were finally 1) intrinsic interest; 2) immediate achievement; 3) going abroad; 4) learning situation; 5) social responsibility; 6) individual development; and 7) information medium.

Seven types of motivation can be further generalized into three broader constructs: instrumental motivation, cultural motivation, and situational motivation. Instrumental motivation refers to the using of target language to attain specific goals, including information medium, individual development, and immediate achievement. Cultural motivation involves the interests and concerns for culture, subsuming intrinsic interest and social responsibility which pertain to target-language culture and native-language culture respectively. It is similar to Gardner’s integrative motivation, but with the difference that integrative motivation only focuses on target-language culture. Going abroad had both “integrative” and “instrumental” elements. Immediate achievement and social responsibility might be typical features of English learners in the Chinese EFL context. Social responsibility is both “cultural” and “instrumental” in nature. Situational motivation concerns the influence of micro learning situation on learners.

3.2.2.4 Deep Motivation and Surface Motivation

Wen (2001) classifies motivation into surface motivation and deep motivation based on the levels of motivation. Surface motivation is the second language learning for the surface material incentives, such as getting a diploma or a job. Deep motivation refers to the second language learning for the non-material stimulations, such as learning the second language for interests or knowledge.

Although the classifications of motivation are different from their perspectives and criterion, these categories all have some connections with each other. Integrative motivation, cultural motivation and deep motivation are all connected with the learners’ affections and other internally deep factors while the instrumental motivation, situation motivation and surface motivation are all associated with the external factors. The classification is as follows:
3.2.3 Related studies on foreign language learning motivation

3.2.3.1 Related studies at abroad

Ryoko(2018) aims to understand the motivation types and learning experiences of Japanese as a foreign language learners(JFL) in New Zealand, where foreign language learning is neither required nor widely valued, and where JFL learner numbers have declined at universities. This study draws a different picture to previous English as foreign language motivation research about future self-images, showing that different target languages and diverse reasons for learning should be considered in analyzing second language motivation.

Kazuya’s study(2017) set out to examine the role of learner motivation in second language speech learning in English-as-a-Foreign-Language classrooms. He found that these students likely showed a strong motivation to study English for their future career development as a vague and long-term goal, as well as a high degree of concern for improving comprehensibility, grammatical accuracy and complexity.

María(2011) describes a mixed-reality experience for learning Spanish as a foreign language, which takes place in a virtual world that mirrors a boulevard in Madrid. The results of their evaluation show positive effects on student motivation and improvement in learning outcomes.

Koga(2009) investigated the dynamism of motivation, anxiety and cooperativeness of Japanese college students during 15 weeks' English course study. The research aimed to figure out whether individual difference variables can be developed or weaken in classroom contexts. From the results, English learning motivation didn't change significantly during this period, while anxiety and cooperativeness showed an obvious change.

The above review of recent literature of foreign language learning motivation draws the following conclusions. First of all, the research perspective needs to be further expanded. The mainstream research in foreign language learning motivation is still focused on the study of foreign language motivation, but the research perspective of foreign language learning motivation is not broad enough, such as the language types need to be expanded, and the effectiveness of model construction needs to be verified by further empirical research. Secondly, theoretical research and empirical research should keep together. The field of foreign language motivation research is mainly empirical research, and less attention is paid to longitudinal literature review.

3.2.3.2 Related studies at home

Wei (2013) explored the relationship between second language motivation self-system and autonomous learning behavior of 316 non-English majors, and concluded the conclusion. In foreign language teaching, teachers should guide students to build an ideal second language self by creating a good teaching environment and strengthening the training of autonomous learning strategies, so as to help students form a positive concept of foreign language learning and improve students' autonomy in foreign language learning.

Zhou Yan et al (2011) made an follow-up survey on the English learning motivation development of Seniors in college. Results indicated that individual development motivation and information media motivation were the dominant driving forces in English learning for college seniors. Approaching graduation, intrinsic interest motivation and and going abroad motivation would significantly increase.

Guo (2009) conducted an empirical study on the relationship between motivation, achievement and gender in English learning for graduate students. 86 boys and 48 girls majored in English were selected to participate in the research and Wen Qiufang's (2000) motivation questionnaire was employed. Then obtained three conclusions. First, on the whole, the deep motivation of the subjects was stronger than the surface motivation, and the two had a statistically negative correlation; the English entrance scores of the subjects were significantly negatively correlated with the surface learning motivation; second, the English scores of the high and low groups were significantly different; third, girls' English scores are higher than boys', their surface motivation is weaker than boys', and their differences reach a significant level. Based on the above three conclusions, the paper gives corresponding suggestion.

Du (2011) made an investigation to examine the relationship between non-English majors' English learning motivation and learning achievements. The questionnaire
adopted in the research was Gardner's motivation questionnaire. Results indicated that intrinsic motivation was positively correlated with learning achievements, especially interest and sense of achievement motivation.

Domestic foreign language learning motivation research lasted more than 30 years. It has been found that the main characteristics of foreign language learning motivation in China in recent years are summarized as follows: first, the number of literature studies has maintained a dynamic growth; second, the research perspective focuses on subject integration; third, the research methods are mainly empirical research, supplemented by theoretical research; fourth, the subjects include foreign language learners of different backgrounds and ages; fifth, the research samples show a large and refined development trend; Sixth, the research state is transition from the static study of cross-section to the dynamic study of tracing.

IV. SUMMARY

Existing literature shows that most scholars specialize in the study motivation of non-English majors (Du, 2011, etc.), some scholars study the learning motivation of English majors (Mai, 2005, etc.), and some scholars study the overall undergraduate students English learning motivation (Liu & Gao, 2012, etc.). But there are few studies on English learning motivation of college students who have transferred majors, when talk about the learning motivation on college transfer majors in English, the studies are more less, too. Although transfer students are a small group, they should be paid equally attention to. So on the basis, in the future, I will focus on a study in which subjects are college transfer majors in English, to explore the English learning motivation among them in different grade, and discuss the differences before and after transferring major.
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